
Basic Rules
Separate the white cards from the black cards.

Everyone draw three white cards and five black cards.

Pick a player to be the Ref of the first fight.

Ref: Draw a white card and two black cards from the decks, 
and place them on the table.

Let’s say it’s a T-Rex with a lightsaber who throws grenades. 
Two powers almost totally erased by those ornamental arms.

Okay, everyone else, there is your Opponent. Choose one 
white card and one black card from your hand as your 
Fighter to beat that T-Rex.

Let’s say you play a Samurai who can clone himself. That T-
Rex is screwed.

Okay, Ref, now pick a direction, left or right.

Everyone then plays one black card on the player next to 
them in that direction, skipping the Ref.

This is your chance to get rid of the... less desirable... black 
cards. And to really make some people angry. Do it. 

Make their flying kindergarten class afraid of heights. They 
deserve it. They locked your fire-breathing chimp in an 
antique diver’s helmet last round.

Okay.

Now Ref, pick which Fighter would do the best against your 
Opponent. The Fighter you pick takes your white card as a 
Trophy.

(That self-cloning samurai had a fighting chance, but 
someone put him in a giant hamster ball.)

Argue with everyone else about why they lost (they’ll start 
the argument for you). Listen to them argue with each other. 
Laugh as friendships are permanently destroyed. This is the 
best part.

Now change Refs somehow and do it all again. Always have 
a hand of three white cards and five black cards.

Play until you are sick of playing, and whoever has the most 
Trophies wins.

Have fun!

Serious People:
Remove all of the “weakness” cards from the deck before 
playing. This is subjective, as being made out of sand could 
be seen as both. But eliminate the clearly weak cards for 
serious battles. This way all fights are... well... serious. 
Players then play a white card and two black cards to 
create their Fighters. They do not play cards on other 
players’ Fighters.

Gladiators:
There is no Ref in this mode. All players create a player, and 
everyone votes on which would be the last standing. Black 
cards can either be drawn at random or chosen from a 
hand for this mode.

Pacifists:
Choose the winner based on who is the funniest or imagine 
it’s a dating website and you’re picking the best match.

Mano y Mano:
Two players create fighters. Everyone else votes on who 
would win. The winner keeps his fighter, and challenges a 
different player. Repeat. Figure out a way to progress that 
works for you.
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IMPORTANT:
There are multiple ways to play this game. We very strongly 
recommend you read about them before choosing how you 
want to play, as these modes make for very different types of 
games for different types of players.

Do the Right Thing
Don’t steal stuff. If you’re going to steal stuff, don’t steal this 
game. Please don’t copy it or reproduce it or change it for 
profit. I’m a single dad with two kids, and college is 
expensive.

Have fun!

Unlike other judge-based games, this is not anonymous. If 
this causes a ref to change his or her choices based on 
the person playing the cards, never play with that ref 
again. They are lame, and should go play charades with 
their cats until they learn how to play with people.

Don’t keep score if you don’t want to. if two cards conflict 
or don’t work for the Ref’s Opponent, draw new ones. This  
isn’t a test, and we aren’t making warheads here. 

Imagine the fighters are fighting on an island or anywhere 
you want (determined however you want) (but Superfight 
Island is a perfect default) (Superfight Island has a paved 
beach road).

Play however you want. And have fun. Visit 
SuperfightGame.com for more game modes and 
updates!

Post pictures of funny or awesome matchups online and 
tag them with #superfight so we see them. Every now and 
then we will pick someone to receive free expansions and 
stuff.
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THANKS!
Thank you so much to the Kickstarter community for 
making this game a reality. This really could not have 
happened without you.

Thank you also to Henry Birdseye (@tehawesome), Pamela 
Marie Pierce, Richard Ross, John Ross, my kids, Adam 
Pitzer 'The Eclectic Gamer', and Stephanie Weis for their 
contributions to these cards and gameplay.


